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INSTRUCTIONS
Read through instructions before beginning.
Use model glue or solvent-based plastic cement to glue parts. Plastic cement works 
by dissolving the surface of plastic and welding parts together. Avoid contact with 
decorative detail. Always allow glue to set before moving to next step in construction.
Wash parts in warm, soapy water. Rinse well and let dry. If parts are on a sprue, leave 
them on sprue while washing. Use a hobby knife and sandpaper to remove excess 
plastic (flash and tabs) that occurred during molding process. Flash: Lightly scrape 
along edge of part (face cutting edge of blade opposite of scraping direction) and sand 
smooth. Do NOT sand or cut into detail on parts. Tabs: Score flush with part, snap off 
and sand smooth. 
NOTE: Some Walls have alignment pins molded onto the backside to assist in proper 
alignment. Do not sand or remove alignment pins.
Sand Draft Angles
Square Wall edges by sanding draft angles.  Edges to be sanded are marked “A” (Fig. 
3). Sand both edges of Side Wall (513-4) and left edge of Back Wall (513-3). Tack a 
piece of 120-grit sandpaper to a board, then sand evenly until wall edges are square. 
Paint Building and Details
Painting can be done either before or after the structure is assembled. The choice is 
yours. We do recommend painting the Roof prior to installation (color suggestion: 
grimy black). Install Clear Window Material after painting is complete. 
Apply a thin coat primer and let dry. Paint as desired. We recommend natural brick 
colors such as rust, tan or other earth tones. Paint door and window trim the same 
color as the brick or a contrasting color. 
Hand-brush or Airbrush Use enamel or acrylic paint in a flat finish. 
Aerosol Use flat-finish spray paint.
Lighting If lighting the structure, reduce interior glare by painting interior walls and 
underside of roof a flat, earth-tone shade.
Weathering Tips
Add a realistic mortar-look to brickwork by painting on a concrete mortar wash (formula 
follows). Using a paintbrush, dab on small amounts of wash until desired look is 
achieved. Sponge off excess.

Formula Mix 1-part acrylic paint (color suggestion: concrete or aged concrete), 
12-parts rubbing alcohol, 8-parts water and 1 drop liquid dish soap.

Airbrush Spray thinned flat black paint lightly (color suggestion: grimy black) onto 
areas where natural discoloration can occur (near windows, chimneys, etc.).
Chalk Rub a dark color of pastel chalk (color suggestion: gray, black, brown, etc.) on 
sandpaper to create chalk dust. Using a paintbrush, dab chalk dust where discoloration 
can occur.
Turret Window Panels
Remove Turret Window Panels (x5) from sprue. Glue Window Panels together carefully 
in illustrated order (Fig. 1). It is important that the windows are correctly aligned and 
assembled in the proper order. Set aside to dry. IMPORTANT: Turret Window Panels are 
assembled as a unit and attached to the building at a later step. For assembly purposes, 
the backside of a Panel is marked “0” and another is marked “00.” The Panel marked “0” 
will attach to Wall (513-2) and panel marked “00” will attach to Wall (513-1) (Fig. 3). 
Attach Corner Block to Roof
Roof (513-8) should be positioned with the decorative side up. Align “0” on Corner 
Block (513-7) with “0” on Roof. Then, use a hobby knife to scrape “0” from corner of 
Roof and “0” from Corner Block (513-7). Face the cutting edge of blade opposite the 
direction you scrape as to not cut into the part. Align and glue Corner Block to Roof in 
corner previously marked “0” (Fig. 2). Set aside to dry.
Chimneys
Glue Chimney Backs (513-13) to molded-in Chimney Fronts (Fig. 3). When glue is dry, 
sand top of Chimneys level.

Wall Assembly Part 1
Align Wall (513-4) against alignment pins on Wall (513-3) (Fig. 3). Check seams for 
alignment and fit. Although Walls are different heights, the bottom of Walls must be as 
level as possible. Glue in place and let dry.
Attach Turret Window Assembly
Turn Walls (513-1) and (513-2) and Turret Assembly upside down (Fig. 3A). There is a 
groove in the edge of the walls where the Turret Assembly is to be attached.  Align Wall 
(513-2) with side of Turret Assembly marked “0”. Apply glue along seams. Hold until 
set. Align Wall (513-1) to Turret Assembly marked “00”. Apply glue along seams. Hold 
until set. Be sure the top of Turret Assembly and top of Walls (513-1) and (513-2) are 
flush and aligned with each other. Allow to dry.
NOTE: A squaring block with 90° angle is useful with this step of assembly.
Install Door
Install Front Door (513-12) into opening between Walls (513-1) and (513-2). Insert 
Door from backside of opening and glue in place (Fig. 3A inset).
Wall Assembly Part 2
Using alignment pins as a guide, glue Wall Assembly (513-3, 513-4) to Wall and Turret 
Assembly. Bottom of walls must set level. Allow to dry.
Install Roof 
From the top of the building, slide Roof under Chimney Backs (Fig. 4). If Roof does not 
fit, sand edges as needed. Roof should sit snug against bottom of Chimney Backs and 
the top of the Corner Block should be flush with top of adjoining Walls (Fig. 4 inset).  
Glue Roof from underneath. Allow to dry. NOTE: Corner Block must be flush with top of 
Wall Assembly (513-1 and 513-2) before proceeding to next step (Fig. 4 inset). Sand 
lightly to level, if needed.
Cornice
Sand underside of L-shaped Cornice (513-9) to remove molding marks. This will allow 
Cornice to set flush. Align and glue Cornice to top of Walls (513-1) and (513-2) (Fig. 5). 
Edge of cornice will extend slightly beyond edge of Walls as shown (Fig. 6). 
Turret Dome and Finial
Center Turret Dome (513-10) on corner of Cornice (513-9) and glue in place. Glue Finial 
(513-11) to top of Turret Dome. (Fig. 5)
Level
Place building on a piece of sandpaper, and sand bottom in a circular motion so it sets 
level on layout.
Windows
Cut both pieces of Clear Window Material lengthwise into 3 strips (3/4” wide x 3-1/2” 
long). Cut a 15/16” piece from one of the strips. Bend the 15/16” piece carefully into 
a circular shape, taking care to not crease the material. Fit into Turret (Fig.7). It is not 
necessary to glue this piece as turret floor will hold it in place. 
Cut Clear Window Material to fit over windows on inside of building. Window 
installation is easier when material is installed over sections of window at one time. 
Place the building on its front face, center Window Material over window opening and 
dab a small amount of glue around edges. 
Turret Floor
Use Template A from the instructions as a pattern. Trace and cut the Turret Floor from 
Clear Window Material. Paint black and let dry. Glue floor to bottom of Turret. Be careful 
glue does not run into detailed turret patterns.
Finishing Touch
To give your building the illusion of being occupied, place a piece of black construction 
paper diagonally, corner-to-corner inside building to block light. 

Create interest on your layout.
Add lights to your buildings quickly and easily using the Woodland Scenics®

Just Plug® Lighting System.


